Third Rail Fuse Link Application Guide
Cooper Bussmann has over 100 years of experience in the design and manufacture of fuse links. Utilising a global network of engineering, manufacture and distribution Cooper Bussmann is able to draw upon a wealth of knowledge. As railway systems and standards have changed, so have the protection needs. Cooper Bussmann is continually developing new and improving existing designs to meet these ever changing requirements. The experience of Cooper Bussmann in protecting semiconductor devices has proved invaluable as train systems have moved to power based converters for the variable speed motor drives and also for auxiliary power conversion.

Throughout its history, Cooper Bussmann has been continually chosen to supply the industry’s key train manufacturers. Cooper Bussmann products can be found all across the globe and are extensively used across the America, Europe and Asia and numerous other countries.

This application guide has been developed using the knowledge obtained from recommending fuse links to the traction industry for many years across a variety of applications in a multitude of locations.
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Introduction

Third rail railway systems are used for many urban, metro and subway railways throughout the world. They are characterised by the power being supplied by a live outside third rail and returned through the wheels to the earthed running rails. Alternatively, a center fourth rail, isolated from the running rails, may be used for the return current path.

Third rail systems are typically supplied by direct current (DC) where the supply voltage is under 1000Vdc. For sub surface systems the nominal supply voltage will be between 650 and 750Vdc.

The third rail may be of many physical shapes, but common to them all is the need to provide current to the train while it is moving. This is achieved by a sliding connection (skate or a shoe) which is held against the third rail by an arrangement of springs and pistons, known as ‘shoe-gear’. The shoe must be an easily replaced item as it wears during use, or may be damaged. The material of the shoe will be dependent on the material used in the third rail, shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Rail Material</th>
<th>Typical Shoe Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to maintain a good electrical connection during normal train operation, constant pressure must be applied to the shoe. The shoe gear also allows the shoe to be moved away from the conducting rail to isolate the train from the current supply.

The supply rail is usually fixed to the same sleepers as the running rails. The supply rail may be a similar shape to the running rails and appear to be an additional rail mounted on insulators; in this case, the shoe would be lowered into place. This is known as open rail, see Figure 1a.

Alternatively the supply is mounted on brackets above the isolators and the shoe is raised into place, in this case it is possible to better protect the supply from damage and prevent items or persons coming into direct contact with the supply. This is known as covered rail see Figure 1b.

To ensure continuity of supply at junctions (points or crossovers), and for safety at stations, the third rail will be on the opposite side of the track from the platform. The third rail usually alternates between sides of the train as shown on Figure 2. To allow for this there are pick up shoes on both sides of the train.

Most rail systems use train sets with between three and nine cars. Not many of the systems have motors on each car and the train sets are usually made up of alternating motor cars and trailer cars. Depending on the system the trailer cars will be supplied from one of the motor cars, although on a small number of systems the trailer cars will have their own shoe gears.

On some systems the power from the shoes will be connected to a common bus that runs between the cars. A key feature of underground systems is that there will be no main power cable connecting all the cars together. It is now becoming more common that all the cars are motor cars, Figure 3 shows where fuse links may be positioned in the main power supply to each car.
Fuse Link Protection in Third Rail Systems

Fuse links can provide electrical protection in third rail systems on a number of other circuits, as well as the main power supply. E.g. Power conversion equipment.

Power Supply

The fusing of the high current power supply rectifiers is explained in the Cooper Bussmann High Speed Fuses Application Guide (3160-HSF-GUIDE).

As with many large rectifiers it may be difficult to specifically protect the individual rectifier elements. Indeed, it may be undesirable to operate a number of fuse links in the event of a large system short-circuit. However, when there are many devices in parallel, isolation of any failed device by fuse links is then possible.

Protection against external system faults is usually by use of a circuit breaker with the rectifiers and their individual fuse links being selected to allow the breaker to operate safely without damage to the devices or fuse links.

Medium voltage fuse links may be employed on the AC side of the transformer / rectifier equipment in the trackside substations.

Train Borne Power Circuit

It is common that a fuse link is used in series with the shoe gear. Selection of suitable fuse links will be covered in this guide, including coordination with high speed circuit breakers.

Train Power Conversion Equipment

Fusing of the power semi-conductors will not be covered in this guide, please consult Cooper Bussmann High Speed Fuse Application Guide or contact a Cooper Bussmann Field Application Engineers for more information.

On-Board Systems

Apart from the power conversion equipment for the motors, on the train there will be many electrical circuits that will require protection, for example: lighting, heating, air conditioning, door controls, air compressors for brakes and doors. On older systems many of these circuits are protected by specialist DC fuse links and Cooper Bussmann supplies a wide range of suitable products for these applications. Contact a Cooper Bussmann Field Application Engineers for more details of these products.

Current applications typically use on-board systems that require 400Vac circuits powered by static converters, often termed the auxiliary converters. Fusing of these systems is with specialist fuses to protect the converter, high speed fuse links to protect the devices in the converters and ‘standard’ AC fuse links from the Cooper Bussmann industrial fuse link ranges. Often there are two or more converters to ensure continuity of power supply.

Shed Supplies

To ensure a safe working environment on the trains whilst in the maintenance facilities, it is usual for the train to be connected by cables to a power supply from the shed and avoid having live third rails present in the facility. These may be AC or DC supplies and in some systems a specific fuse link may be included on board the train to protect the power cable.
Protection of Main Power Systems

There are two main aspects to defining a fuse link in the main circuit.

Continuous Operation

The start-run-stop nature of train operation is extremely cyclic for all components. The current through the fuse link is often large during acceleration and within only a few seconds the train is coasting or may even be stopped again, with little current required. This will stress the fuse link and care has to be taken to select a fuse link that ensures long life. The fuse link has to be selected to carry the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the overall current cycle and also to carry the large currents associated with the acceleration and braking.

Fault Situations

The available supply current on third rail systems can be extremely high when close to the substations. At long distances from the substations the circuit time constant caused by the high inductance steel rail will be very high and the available current may be relatively low. Fuse links must be selected to cater for the wider range of fault conditions possible in third rail systems and special fuse links have been designed that perform well under these demanding conditions. When the fuse links have to coordinate with any on board circuit breakers the selection process is even more difficult.

Selection of Fuse Links for Power Circuit Protection

Continuous Operation

Without regard to any voltage rating or coordination considerations, the process of selecting the appropriate fuse link to give long term reliability will be the same.

There are a number of key aspects that influence the long term performance of the fuse link. These all need to be considered to ensure long term reliability. However for overall consideration it may be necessary to compromise on one or more of the aspects.

1) Temperature of the enclosure.
2) Air cooling.
3) RMS of the current over a journey, over a day or in specific sections of track.
4) Peak currents and durations during each stop – run – stop (regenerative breaking) sequence.
5) Number of shoes.
6) Lost shoe operation

1) Temperature of The Enclosure

The ambient temperature affects the long term current capability of the fuse link. In general, the fuse link's continuous capability is reduced by 0.5% for each degree Celsius that the ambient temperature is above 25°C. Where the ambient temperature is above 60°C, Cooper Bussmann should be consulted to ensure the fuse links are capable under these operating conditions.

The temperature of the enclosure will also be influenced by the power loss of the fuse link. At rated current, in a lost shoe situation, this can be considerable and should be taken into consideration in calculating the ambient in the enclosure. If the fuse link is a fast fuse [IEC utilization classes aR or gR] (required for protection of a breaker and for the protection of devices in converters) then the power loss of the fuse link may be 50% higher than that for a slower fuse (IEC utilization classes gS or gG), which may be used to protect feeders.
2) Air Cooling

If the fuse link will be subjected to local air flow, (for example the fuse link is mounted so movement of the train causes air to flow over the fuse link), then it is possible to improve the fuse’s continuous rating (see Figure 4). If the air flow is unknown then it is best to assume that there is no air flow and if there is any, then performance will only be improved. In practice it is not normal to find situations that provide direct air flow over a fuse link in traction applications.

4) Peak Currents and Duration During Each ‘Stop-Run-Stop’ Sequence

Fuse links react quickly to a potential overcurrent. However, fuse links may also fatigue over a long period of time if repeatedly subjected to currents close to the nominal operating characteristic.

From the customer supplied data of the train currents the magnitude and duration of the currents can be observed.

This is usually one of the limiting factors for choosing the fuse link, as adequate distance from the normal train operating pulse currents to the fuse characteristics must be used. There are a number of complex methods to confirm the suitability of the fuse link. As a ‘rule of thumb’ for a given duration of a pulse, if the melting time-current curve of the fuse link suggests a melting current to be twice that of the current during the pulse then the fuse link would be capable of operation for many years, as shown in Figure 6.

The cyclic duty of the train’s journey is made up of a number of expected overcurrent’s relative to the RMS of the sequence. The overcurrents occur during train acceleration and regenerative braking. The magnitude of the current and duration may vary between stations as the track gradients change and distances between stations differ. The fuse link time current characteristics should be checked at each of the ‘overcurrents’. The fuse link melting curve must lie to the right of the points formed by twice the overcurrent for the duration of the overcurrent (see Figure 6).

3) RMS of The Current Over A Journey, Over A Day or In A Specific Sections of Track

The long term reliability of the fuse link is dependent on the ability for the fuse link to carry the RMS current over the lifetime of the train. The RMS capability includes de-rating or re-rating based on the ambient temperature, air flow, number of shoes and any ‘lost shoe’ requirement. In many applications the train currents are predicted by computer modelling. If these are available in spreadsheet form, it is an easy task to confirm the RMS of the duty cycle (see Figure 5). The RMS obtained from the profile is the basis for the required fuse link capability.

The RMS should be considered over a time period similar to the thermal time constant of the fuse link to be considered, for most third rails system this will be 2 hours.
5) Number of Shoes

It is usual that there are a number of shoes to each fuse link depending on the system. When there is a situation when the third rail will alternate sides of the train each side feeding separate fuse links then under normal operating conditions the RMS current through the fuse links will be reduced. If the alternate side is only at junctions and stations it would be best to assume that there is no reduction. The best case is where the third rail alternates such that half the track is one side and half the other and each side has a fuse link. In this case the RMS current is reduced to 70% of the overall RMS requirement.

Care must be taken to ensure the shoe/fuse link combinations are understood and appropriate currents as considered.

6) Lost Shoe Operation

During operation it is possible that shoes are broken, often as a result of hitting objects on the track.

Depending on the fuse link/shoe combinations, this can be the most demanding situation for the fuse link (and associated components and cables). In many systems, the lost shoe situation is detected within a known period, which relieves the duty on the fuse link. But the worse case would be that detection does not happen at any point during that operational period. In this case the fuse link has to be chosen for worst case operation and no sharing.

Lost shoe is likely to be the determining factor for the choice of fuse link and its current carrying capability. Large fuse links will be required and will influence peak currents, disconnection time and co-ordination with other protection equipment.

Loss of the main fuse link in these situations will reduce the effectiveness of the train and it is likely it would have to be removed from service.

Fault Situations

1) System voltage
2) Coordination with circuit breakers
3) Maximum breaking capacity
4) Minimum interrupting rating

1) System Voltage

A key rating for a fuse link is the voltage capacity. For use in DC circuits this capability is also dependant on the circuit time constant, see Figure 7. It is important to ensure the fuse link is capable of interrupting all the possible combinations of fault current, time constant and voltage rating.

Traction systems often have large tolerances on system voltages. It is important to know the upper limit of the voltage and to ensure the proposed fuse links are capable at that voltage.

![Figure 7: Voltage capability curve](image)

2) Coordination with Circuit Breakers

The protection system required varies on different systems.

In some cases the protection is only by fuse links. In others it is a combination of fuse links and High Speed Circuit Breakers (HSCB). Whilst the use of the HSCB alone may be preferred by the train operator, when there is a robust power supply system it is often necessary to include a high speed fuse link to protect the HSCB when fault currents are higher or faster than the HSCB can reliably interrupt.

For systems where a HSCB is fitted the long time constant and low current faults are satisfactorily interrupted by the HSCB.

Under high fault currents the energy that passes into the HSCB before the breaker starts to open, and during the first part of operation, is extremely high and...
severe damage will occur to the breaker. In these situations a fast operating fuse link is required to interrupt the fault before the circuit breaker opens or is damaged.

There will be an interim situation where both the fuse link and the breaker operate. In this case, the fuse link and breaker combination will ensure the breaker is still operational after the fault interruption; the fuse link will operate and interrupt the fault current and will need replacing. The HSCB will also open, but the fault will be limited by the fuse link. The HSCB will not be damaged and can be safely reset. Safe operation can continue once the fuse link is replaced.

Selection of a fuse to coordinate with a HSCB will involve careful checking of the possible fault conditions and the performance of the fuse links under these conditions compared to the HSCB. As the train distance from the substation varies, so does the fault current and time constant. To cater for this, the boundaries of the fault situations have to be quantified and the fuse link / circuit breaker combination have to be checked over the extremes. Fuse links that coordinate with high speed circuit breakers are usually of the 'high speed' characteristic (IEC utilization Class aR).

On systems where there is no breaker, the fuse link can have a slower characteristic (IEC utilisation Class gR or gG) and will have lower power loss and a much lower probability of long term failure due to unexpected overloads occurring.

3) Maximum Breaking Capacity

The fuse link chosen must be capable of interrupting the largest possible fault current. This is usually close to a substation and has a relatively short time constant to the fault. This is not usually a problem area for the fuse link. Experience shows that in main or shoe fuse application it is safe to apply fuse links in shorter time constant circuits than those in which they have been tested.

4) Minimum Interrupting Rating

The fuse link that is chosen will have a minimum interrupting rating. This is the lowest current with the longest time constant that it will safely interrupt. This will be the most demanding circuit for the fuse to operate in, and in most circuits, this will be the determining factor for fuse link selection, unless a HSCB is also used.
Selection of The Physical Style

Restrictions imposed by the fuse box, other mounting arrangements or defined in the customer specification may include:

1) Fixing requirements
2) Space required around the fuse link
3) Mass of the fuse link

1) Fixing Requirements

There are many fuse links termination options available. The mounting arrangements for traction fuse links vary from application to application, depending on how the fuse link interfaces with the cables from the shoes and cables to the rest of the system. There may also be a requirement for visual indication of fuse link operation from either the end or centre of the fuse link. This option will depend on the overall construction of the fuse link.

2) Space Required Around The Fuse Link

During normal operation the main or shoe fuse links are not likely to exceed 50°C. However in a one shoe missing situation, or after a high short-circuit fault interruption, the fuse link may reach 150°C or more for a short period of time. Air space around the fuse link is required to avoid damage to an enclosure.

The space around the fuse link and the method of mounting need to be considered to also allow adequate creepage and clearance distances.

3) Mass of The Fuse Link

Traction environments are often subject to vibration. Due consideration should be given to any vibration described by the end user. However experience suggests that problems due to vibration arise from the mounting (fixing) arrangements rather than the internal design of the fuse links.

In some applications the mass of the fuse link may be an important factor. As the equipment is vibration tested to a high specification, mounting methods and mass may be critical to successful vibration testing.
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The Cooper Bussmann® Customer Satisfaction Team is available to answer questions regarding Cooper Bussmann products.
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C³ Cooper Customer Center
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Get started today at WWW.COOPERC3.COM by clicking Request User ID and Password.
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Online Resources

Visit www.cooperbussmann.com for the following resources:
- Product cross reference
- Product profiles
- Online catalogues for the latest United States and European catalogues

Application Engineering

Application Engineering assistance is available to all customers. The Application Engineering team is staffed by university-qualified electrical engineers who are available with technical and application support.

Europe calls can be made between:
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